
Enhancing Locomotive and Track Performance
By Steve Amitrano



Cleaning Track and Rolling Stock is not

Fun -BUT it is Necessary

* To get the most enjoyment out of your layout is to attack dirt in

a three prong attack...and take no prisoners

• Locomotives

• Track

• Rolling Stock
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Getting Started
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CRC products are

safe to use on

plastic

Acetone: Heavy

cleaning and

wheel cleaning.
CROWN

Alcohol:

Alternative to

Isopropyl

acetone.
A cohol

CRC Products:

Fine cleaning.

Increased

conductivity.

FASTEST DRYING SOLVENT
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Cleaning Track

• Most modelers will clean the tops of their tracks but really do

not understand that the majority of the electrical pick

up/transfer from track-to-locomotive takes place on the inside

edge of the rail and just a small portion of the locomotive and

tender wheel flange, not whole tire.





Track Cleaning

CRC QD Electrical Cleaner.

Note: Acetone may have to be used for very dirty track first.



Track Cleaning
CRC 2-26 will enhance electrical conductivity and does not dry out your

track and create static as acetone will. Wipe on and let dry.



Locomotive and tenders
Use a soft foam cradle to hold your locomotive and tender upside down

W 1% -"Ster,--
Extra Foam strip if necessary.

f Cradle is attached to a wooden

base. Orange cup is for screws,

springs etc. Vertical tubes (right)

is to hold tools.
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Locomotive

Cup for removed

parts

Note color coded screw orientation and the white paint on frame. The white paint is used

to orientate any wheel to the correct side of the frame for easy re-assembly. Each axle has

a white paint strip on them.



Locomotive Continued

Remove the paint and polish both the trailing

truck and pilot truck

Pilot Truck
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added moldable lead weight to the

pilot truck

If your trailing truck

sometimes makes contact with

the frame when going over rough

track. File a little bit of the casted

spring pad off and add a plastic

shim that resembles the top of

the pad. Paint black and you will

never have a short of this nature.



Locomotive Continued
The trailing truck and pilot truck have been removed. Using the steel disk remove and polish each of the

contacts points. Every little bit counts. Some say this is over kill, however if it can cause a short it can

carry/pass electrical current.

You can remove

the drivers by

removing the

saddle screws and

clean and polish

the journal box

where they mate

with the frame.

You can easily

remove the front

and rear two

drives without

removing the

siderods.



Locomotive Continued
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With the locomotive attached

to electrical leads and

running, polish the wheel.

Here is ultra-fine sanding

stick. When done clean with

acetone.

Ream and clean the drawbar

hole. Note the heat shrink on

the drawbar. This holds the

whisker tighter against the

tender pin and prevents any

shorts. I also hardwire a

drawbar-to-motor

connection.



Locomotive Pilot Tip

• On some brass locomotives the pilot is butt soldered to the frame.

After repeated handling these pilots can break away from the

frame. To prevent this, clean the area of paint where they meet

adjacent to the frame. Use a brass square rod as a brace going

from the frame to the underside of the pilot and fill with JB Weld.



Tenders
It has been my experience that tenders are the cause of most electrical issues.

The trucks to tender connection can be an issue.

The truck*to*tender connection MUST be paint

free. Again note the white paint for orientation

on the truck frame, wheelsets and tender frame.

If there are washers, clean them. Clean the

spring and tender truck screw in acetone. Some

may have clear lacquer on them.
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Tenders Continued

Remove the paint from where the tender truck spring and screw mate with the truck frame. Once you

have both the top and bottom sides cleaned you have a positive and negative pressure connection that

will enhance electrical contact no matter how the truck swings or rocks while in operation. Once done,

just polish these areas with an extra fine sanding stick thereafter.



Tenders Continued

Polish the drawbar pin. Once every thing has been polished clean with acetone.

If possible, remove each of the

wheels from their side frames.

On some models the inside of

the journal holes have been

painted. Clean the axle ends and

inside the journal holes. I have

found drilling burrs inside the

journal holes. If you find burrs,

ream them smooth with fine grit

sandpaper. Note the clean axle

ends.



Rolling Stock

• With your track and locomotives totally clean you clean all

the wheels on your rolling stock. Otherwise, all your work will be

for not. Most of us have more freight and passenger cars then

locomotives. Just by this volume they have more dirt as a

collective group.

• Clean them with acetone, rubbing alcohol, CRC products as you

see fit. I do mine once a year. When I do this, they all get inspected

and repaired as necessary. I clean my locomotives about every 6 to

8 months.



The End,

Questions?


